Lesson 153 Precipice

Precipice (a situation of great peril), dangers, the enemy does not like (your) forward momentum. He is looking for any openings that he may access in order to attack, therefore, it is important for you to be mindful of your actions, words and deeds. Put thought into all that you do and say so that you do not give him an opportunity to work in your life or your family’s. Curses go from one generation to the next, so yes, you heard correctly when I said family’s. You must realize the power and impact you have on the earth. It is significant. This is why you must put thought into all your actions, words and deeds. That is all for now but go and think on this.

Introduction

Today’s lesson is about the impact we have on the earth and those around us as we move through this thing we call life. Therefore, this lesson is about making the right decisions by being mindful of your actions, words and deeds. But as I was thinking about the impact we have in and around each one of us, both individually and corporately, as I was thinking about this, I realized that this lesson is also about being positive versus being negative. This realization came to me after reading some of the words from the leading edge. For example,

10/01/13 - Be not afraid.
10/02/13 - Fear not.
10/03/13 - Fear not, I am is with you.
10/04/13 - Never doubt My work in you. Time to grow for each step. Learning to gain to next step. I will make things plain to you.
10/16/13 - Cast off all fear; tolerate not.

These words made we realize that we all have negative moments of doubt, inferiority or insecurities. Have you, for example, ever doubted your affect on the world around you? Have you ever questioned its import? After all what difference could you possibly make? Well let me tell you that we’ve all had these thoughts enter into our minds at one point or another. They can be powerful and unsettling and they most definitely can impact those around you. The Lord, in fact, gave me a dream that demonstrated how feelings of inferiority lead people towards negative actions, words and deeds. In this dream a young man had become frustrated because the young lady he liked seemed to be disinterested in Him. The dream went like this:

I was going to a meeting. I had to travel to get there. Therefore I was staying in a hotel when I got to the meeting. Once I got to this hotel, there was a young man there that I did not know. I had never met him or talked to him before. I don’t think that he was at the hotel for the same meeting I was there for. I think he was just another guest of the hotel. Anyway, there was a young lady (early twenties) at the hotel that he took a liking to. He was really wanting to get to know her. I think she worked at the hotel but I don’t know in what capacity. Well, for some
reason this young man decided that I had some pull in this situation although I’m not sure why because I didn’t know her either. And since this young man had decided this he started harassing me because he didn’t think I was helping with the situation. I think he saw me talking with her and a couple of other people and I guess he thought that I could have some kind of a positive effect with her on the situation. The young man then ended up breaking into my hotel room a couple of times messing with my stuff because of all of this. And one time after he had broken into my room I went looking for something and I opened a door and there he was naked taking a shower. I closed the door quickly but I don’t think he even knew I had opened the door because his back was to me and the force of the water from the shower was making so much noise he never even knew I had opened the door. Because of all of these things that were happening I decided to talk to the young lady about it. As I talked with her I understood how she was feeling about this young man. And then shortly after I talked with her I ran into him again. I ran into him right after he had gone into my room and taken something of mine. So then I started taking to him (angrily at first) and I told him that the young lady didn’t dislike him, in fact, she thought he was kind of cute but what she didn’t like about him was the fact that she thought he was rather haughty and arrogant. After this heated exchange (remember I started off this conversation angrily) after I finished what I was saying to him then he opened up to me and what I discovered was that he was very sensitive and he lacked self-confidence. He was acting out (acting haughty and arrogant and messing with my things) because he was immature and he didn’t really know how to interact with others. His arrogance and haughtiness were actually a big cover-up for his insecurities. As I was talking with him I realized that he was not really a bad person, he was just a guy who was acting out because he didn’t have any confidence in himself. And then I woke up.

This dream provides an easily understood illustration of how fear and insecurities can lead us to negative actions, words, thoughts and deeds. These feelings of doubt, insecurity and inferiority have been produced within each one of us from time to time. The enemy likes it when we have fears. He likes it when they keep us from moving forward in the Lord. He likes it when we even have doubts about the Lord operating in our lives. Basically, he likes it when we do not understand the full importance of our thoughts, our actions, our words or our deeds. He likes it because it is his desire for us to become ineffective in our walk with the Lord. Now we may not behave as foolishly as the young man in the dream but our fears and our insecurities can keep us from moving forward in the Lord. They can keep us from walking out the Lord’s plan for our lives. Of fears and doubts and moving forward in Him the Lord said this:

10/02/13 - I AM guiding and directing each. Confidence in authority given, walk in. Believe only, do not doubt.
10/02/13 - I AM unleashing My power in you. New achievements are here; never doubt. My Spirit will move mightily in you and around you. Never fear. What I have spoken shall come to pass.
10/04/13 - Fear not, for I am with you. I have taught you, you speak My counsels boldly. Fear not man nor his opinions. You stand in My counsel refined you are.
10/05/13 - Doubt not. I will continue to lead the way. You follow Me. I will lead through you.
10/06/13 - Trust and believe. Never doubt.
10/08/13 - You work for Me. Never doubt.
10/10/13 - Many will come to Me because of your witness. Bright light be to all. Never doubt Me. I have spoken it is so.
10/12/13 - Deeper depths to achieve. Framework established. Explore more. Listen to the Spirit. Much I need you to do. Do not doubt it hinders. If you only believe great things I will do through you.
10/12/13 - Follow Me My son. Many lives to touch. I have gifted you for a purpose. You must go forth at My leading. Trust what you hear. Do not doubt. I am leading in truth and righteousness.

10/16/13 - All must be perfected. No doubt allowed. No fear. No worry. No sorrow. No regret.

10/19/13 - I give you strength. Never doubt.

10/20/13 - No fear for I am with you.

10/21/13 - All things are possible through your God Jesus. Doubt not. Believe only. I have made a way for all. Trust only believe. Strength I give receive.

10/21/13 - Fear not for I AM is with you.

10/22/13 – Fear not.

Consequently, any type of fear or doubt will impact your walk. The enemy will try to use these to his advantage. He will always be looking out for any type of opening that he may use to get to you. We began this lesson by stating that this lesson was about the impact that we have on the earth and those around us as we move through this thing we call life. We learned that today’s lesson is about making the right decisions by being mindful of your actions, words and deeds. Therefore, as we move forward, we will examine the dangers that lie ahead when we do not put thought into all that you do and say.

**Precipice**

The Lord described these dangers we face as a Precipice or a situation of great peril, but what we must remember is that a precipice can also be defined as a cliff. Hence, what we can gather from this is that moving forward without putting thought into what we are thinking or doing, this can be compared to putting ourselves into a perilous situation full of dangerous cliffs and precipitous drop-offs. This is to be avoided. The Lord said it like this:

Precipice, dangers, the enemy does not like (your) forward momentum. He is looking for any openings that he may access in order to attack, therefore, it is important for you to be mindful of your actions, words and deeds.

And He added these words of caution as well:

10/11/13 - Listen only to Me; only to Me; you have been purchased; blood bought; sealed. Come into full Priesthood. I have designed for you; robes and gifts unparalleled; each with purpose; not understood by man before; choose to accept. Prepare your feet; shod with My peace. Prepare your hearts. Things are moving quickly; time is so short; must get it all right. Listen for My voice: **crucial**: discern; be not encumbered. Take My intensity; intense of and with purpose. Go forth with purpose; My purpose for you. Worry not; no quandary; robes sleek, functional; now go.

10/16/13 - "Bring it together. Compile, compile, compile. Workable form, utility, basic. **Cast off man’s old thinking**. Take My details, overlook none. Gather the details, organize, get the pix.

10/16/13 - "Listen / all ears must hear / meet Me in My secret place / upmost care taken / I’m ready to reveal / untold / for Our ears / ultra care needed / absolutely no assumptions / minute details, **crucial** / Priority. My work must take Priority, zero excuses.
Those words are powerful but let me state that we began this section with the understanding that moving forward, without putting thought into what we are thinking or doing, is equivalent to putting ourselves into a perilous situation full of dangerous cliffs and precipitous drop-offs.

Now when we join that line of thought with the words from above (and then when comparing spiritual to spiritual) we then become cognizant of these facts that we should most assuredly put into practice:

First, listen only to the Lord,
Second, meet with Him,
Third, cast off your old ways of thinking,
Fourth, prepare yourself,
Fifth, put the things of the spirit together (compile and review)
Sixth, make no assumptions (wait for Him to make it clear)
Seventh, put thought into your actions, words and deeds
Eighth, move forward with purpose (positivity)

This comparison of spiritual to spiritual continues and once again the Lord has confirmed much of His message through this:

10/21/13 - Hearing Me is crucial. This is foundational. I give My servants instructions and in turn they must walk out My instructions. Pay attention to what I say. Meditate on what I say. Wait for understanding; this does not always come immediately. Act when you know what to do, not before. Do not be paralyzed for lack of understanding. Ask for clarification; meditate on what has been given. Then act. Seek the truth and it will be revealed. My Bride has much work to do. Are you ready? Can you dedicate yourselves to the work at hand? Dedication is required, focus on Me is required, action is required. I have made the way; you must let Me guide you down this path. The path is narrow and there is no room for missteps. Intense focus and dedication to Me and My ways to continue down this path from this point forward. I am calling you out as pioneers to walk on this path with Me into new frontiers. Come, I say come Bride.

What the Lord is telling us here is that there is no room for missteps. He exclaimed Precipice and dangers, in other words, there are perilous situations out there that are full of dangerous cliffs and precipitous drop-offs. Consequently, our intense focus and dedication to the Lord and His ways is required at this time in order for us to continue down this path from this point forward.

2 Timothy 3:1 But know this, that in the last days perilous times will come: For men will be lovers of themselves, lovers of money, boasters, proud, blasphemers, disobedient to parents, unthankful, unholy, unloving, unforgiving, slanderers, without self-control, brutal, despisers of good, traitors, headstrong, haughty, lovers of pleasure rather than lovers of God, having a form of godliness but denying its power. And from such people turn away! For of this sort are those who creep into households and make captives of gullible women loaded down with sins, led away by various lusts, always learning and never able to come to the knowledge of the truth.

Much of what was said in this verse about the last days actually reminds me of the world today. This is because many are indeed held captive by their desires or insecurities, falling prey to the enemy and his deceits. These attacks by the enemy are spurred on by our successes. And then before you know it, a storm of negativity and fear, begins to assert their very selves over our lives and our nature. This is the work of the enemy. It is this climate, this atmosphere, created by the enemy that has precipitated the Lord to say:
Precipice, dangers, the enemy does not like (your) forward momentum. He is looking for any openings that he may access in order to attack, therefore, it is important for you to be mindful of your actions, words and deeds.

In other words put thought into what you are doing or saying. For example,

10/14/13 - Is your house in order? Make your paths straight. Control your tongue. Put thought into your words and deeds. Follow the instruction of the Lord. Listen to Him. Seek Him out and be obedient unto His direction. Love the Lord your God with all your heart, mind and soul. Allow His spirit to indwell within you. And then love your neighbor as yourself. This is your instruction. Live it, breathe it, and Walk in it.

10/15/13 - Words go out/ Be careful what’s put out/ By your own words you will be judged/ Speak words of encouragement and blessing much good done in this/ Know I am listening/ I hear your thoughts as well as your spoken words/ Be careful/ Think positive/ Be positive/ Follow procedure.

10/22/13 - Put thought into all that you do and say.

March 7th God Calling Eventide- As one in a storm needs to dwell in quiet thought upon the firmness of the foundation of his home, so you need in dangers and difficulties of whatever kind to withdraw, and in quiet assurance dwell upon that foundation upon which the house of your life and character is built.

The Lord is calling us to withdraw from taking these immediate acts, these immediate steps, that we commit without giving any thought whatsoever to the Lord and His guidance and we should instead pause and put thought into the house we are building, the foundation we are laying for our children, our family. The enemy wants to attack but we must keep he door closed to Him. This takes pause, this takes thought.

1 Corinthians 13:11 When I was a child, I spoke like a child, I thought like a child, I reasoned like a child. When I became a man, I gave up childish ways.

Curses

In the first sections of today’s lesson we learned the importance, not only, of our actions, words and deeds but we also learned the importance of thoughts and mindsets. You could say that we learned of the perils that come with negativity (insecurities, fears and doubts). And that is what prompted the Lord to say:

Put thought into all that you do and say so that you do not give him an opportunity to work in your life or your family’s. Curses go from one generation to the next, so yes, you heard correctly when I said family’s.

Consequently, what we can take from this is that our actions not only affect us individually but they can affect our family as well. In the bible we are told the story of Ahab and Jezebel. Ahab was King of Israel. Jezebel was his wife. Now Ahab had a neighbor whose name was Naboth. And Naboth had a lovely vineyard that Ahab desired. So Ahab offered to buy it or exchange it for another vineyard. But Naboth said,

1 Kings 21:3-4 But Naboth said to Ahab, “The Lord forbid that I should give the inheritance of my fathers to you!” 4 So Ahab went into his house sullen and displeased because of the word
which Naboth the Jezreelite had spoken to him; for he had said, "I will not give you the
inheritance of my fathers." And he lay down on his bed, and turned away his face, and would
eat no food.

King Ahab built up a negative mindset within himself because of Naboth’s refusal to sell. The
King became depressed and sullen. What we will discover here is that his words and actions,
even his mindset, in turn, impacted his wife and her actions as well.

1 Kings 21:5-7 But Jezebel his wife came to him, and said to him, "Why is your spirit so sullen
that you eat no food?" 6 He said to her, "Because I spoke to Naboth the Jezreelite, and said to
him, 'Give me your vineyard for money; or else, if it pleases you, I will give you another
vineyard for it.' And he answered, 'I will not give you my vineyard.' " 7 Then Jezebel his wife
said to him, "You now exercise authority over Israel! Arise, eat food, and let your heart be
cheerful; I will give you the vineyard of Naboth the Jezreelite."

Jezebel then set out to make, King Ahab, happy once again. She came up with a rather
involved plan. She would send out a letter in the King’s name. She would even use the King’s
seal so that it would look as if it were coming from him. In the end she would have two men,
soundrels, come and witness against Naboth stating that Naboth had blasphemed God and
the King. The letters were mailed and the plot played out.

1 Kings 21:11- So the men of his city, the elders and nobles who were inhabitants of his city,
did as Jezebel had sent to them, as it was written in the letters which she had sent to them. 12
They proclaimed a fast, and seated Naboth with high honor among the people. 13 And two
men, scoundrels, came in and sat before him; and the scoundrels witnessed against him,
against Naboth, in the presence of the people, saying, "Naboth has blasphemed God and the
king!" Then they took him outside the city and stoned him with stones, so that he died. 14 Then
they sent to Jezebel, saying, "Naboth has been stoned and is dead." 15 And it came to pass,
when Jezebel heard that Naboth had been stoned and was dead, that Jezebel said to Ahab,
"Arise, take possession of the vineyard of Naboth the Jezreelite, which he refused to give you
for money; for Naboth is not alive, but dead."

Naboth was dead, Jezebel’s plan had worked. The King could now take possession of the
vineyard. But what you will see here is that actions, mindsets, and deeds, they all have
consequences. It’s a perilous road one goes down when one gets into self and negativity.

1 Kings 21:16-26 So it was, when Ahab heard that Naboth was dead, that Ahab got up and
went down to take possession of the vineyard of Naboth the Jezreelite. 17 Then the word of
the Lord came to Elijah the Tishbite, saying, 18 "Arise, go down to meet Ahab king of Israel,
who lives in Samaria. There he is, in the vineyard of Naboth, where he has gone down to take
possession of it. 19 You shall speak to him, saying, 'Thus says the Lord: "Have you murdered
and also taken possession?" ' And you shall speak to him, saying, 'Thus says the Lord: "In the
place where dogs licked the blood of Naboth, dogs shall lick your blood, even yours."'
20 So Ahab said to Elijah, "Have you found me, O my enemy?" And he answered, "I have found you,
because you have sold yourself to do evil in the sight of the Lord: 21 'Behold, I will bring
calamity on you. I will take away your posterity, and will cut off from Ahab every male in Israel,
both bond and free. 22 I will make your house like the house of Jeroboam the son of Nebat,
and like the house of Baasha the son of Ahijah, because of the provocation with which you
have provoked Me to anger, and made Israel sin.' 23 And concerning Jezebel the Lord also
spoke, saying, 'The dogs shall eat Jezebel by the wall of Jezreel.' 24 The dogs shall eat
whoever belongs to Ahab and dies in the city, and the birds of the air shall eat whoever dies in
the field." 25 But there was no one like Ahab who sold himself to do wickedness in the sight of the Lord, because Jezebel his wife stirred him up. 26 And he behaved very abominably in following idols, according to all that the Amorites had done, whom the Lord had cast out before the children of Israel.

From this story we can see that King Ahab made some bad decisions, not only about Naboth, but he made other bad decisions as well, and Jezebel was not far behind him either. However, nothing is lost on the Lord, therefore, the Lord had observed their actions, words, and deeds. The consequences would be dear. A door had been opened, the enemy took advantage of it.

1 Kings 21:27-29 So it was, when Ahab heard those words, that he tore his clothes and put sackcloth on his body, and fasted and lay in sackcloth, and went about mourning. 28 And the word of the Lord came to Elijah the Tishbite, saying, 29 "See how Ahab has humbled himself before Me? Because he has humbled himself before Me, I will not bring the calamity in his days. In the days of his son I will bring the calamity on his house."

If you look up the definition of curse in the dictionary, you will find that it says:

Curse:
- the expression of a wish that misfortune, evil, doom etc befall a person, group etc.
- a formula or charm intended to cause misfortune to another
- the act of reciting such a formula or charm intended to cause misfortune
- a profane oath (curse word)
- an evil that has been invoked upon one

The calamity that would befall King Ahab’s family is described in the King James Version of the bible as evil. It reads something like this;

1 Kings 21:29 Seest thou how Ahab humbleth himself before me? because he humbleth himself before me, I will not bring the evil in his days: but in his son's days will I bring the evil upon his house.

It was an evil that had been invoked upon them by the Lord. Hence one could say that King Ahab’s family, his house, was cursed because of their actions, thoughts and deeds. Therefore, one could say that curses happen as a result of an action, word or deed. Here are some of the Lord’s recent words on curses:

03/30/13 - Unleash the captives, Set them free, Break the curses, Spotless, Brideship they must focus on, Close all doors, Keep the enemy out, Back debt epic importance I must cover your backside, Is there more? Follow in obedience.  
04/19/13 - I am the way follow Me into life everlasting that I have provided for you payed for by My blood at the cross I did this for you. My Bride will be reconciled to Me how I have longed for this, the time is soon, labor to enter in Brideship. The call goes out who will hear My child? those who have ears to hear, you have heard well. Focus tight I will guide your sight you will see clear ahead of you and behind. Listening ears are hearing as I have said. Materializing are the promises. I have made in the physical, realize what I am saying, blessings and curses.  
04/20/13 - Did I not say cursed is the man who makes flesh his strength? Yes you did Lord. These people are cursed and they assume all is well. Tell My people to wake up! The time draws near for their visitation and it begins with them as well. She has mishandled My funds.
and led My people to eternal damnation. Yet they believe all is well. They are deceived! So deceived! Wake up church! I have loved you, but you have not loved Me, nor the people!

05/26/13 - Compromise not; hang on; trust Me; precious time; falter not; judicious; acts, acts; careful; positions vulnerable; stay on target; placate nothing; double up; efforts; tasks ahead; wanton churches; break curses.

07/31/13 - "My Balm heals / walk into it / My perk / be not afraid / stranglehold on fear / keep at bay / cursed / dominate over fear / this you must do / Remember, I did not give you a spirit of fear / get rid of it"

When we put these words from the Lord together with the story from Ahab we can learn a lot about curses:

-First, curses hold us captive
-Second, the Lord can invoke a curse
-Third, we can bring them upon ourselves through bad choices
-Fourth, we can pass a curse onto our children
-Fifth, getting into "self" is a curse
-Sixth, being dominated by fear is a “curse”
-Seventh, only the Lord can free us from a curse

We began the lesson by talking about the negative moments of doubt, inferiority and insecurities that may at times control us all i.e. dominate us by fear. But what we are beginning to pull together here is that when we are speaking of fear, what we may in actuality be speaking of, is a “curse” of the world as explained in this:

March 5th God Calling Have no fear. Fear is evil and "perfect Love casts out fear." There is no room for fear in the heart in which I dwell. Fear destroys Hope. It cannot exist where Love is, or where Faith is. Fear is the curse of the world. Man is afraid - afraid of poverty, afraid of loneliness, afraid of unemployment, afraid of sickness. Many, many are man's fears. Nation is afraid of nation. Fear, fear, fear, everywhere. Fight fear as you would a plague. Turn it out of your lives and home. Fight it singly. Fight it together. Never inspire fear. It is an evil ally. Fear of punishment, fear of blame. No work that employs this enemy of Mine is work for Me. Banish it. There must be another and better way. Ask Me and I will show it you.

Fear is an enemy of the Lord. It must be banished, cast out in much the same way as you would cast away worry, sorrow and regret (referring to the words read above from 10/16/13 - All must be perfected. No doubt allowed. No fear. No worry. No regret.) Indeed, we cast these away because they keep us from moving forward in the Lord. Our negative moments are open doors that offer access to the enemy, thereby, allowing him the ability to work in our lives. They can come to be looked upon as curses due to the adverse effects they have on each one of us, even upon our children. And that is why the Lord said this:

Put thought into all that you do and say so that you do not give him an opportunity to work in your life or your family’s. Curses go from one generation to the next, so yes, you heard correctly when I said family’s.

Proverbs 26:3 Like a sparrow in its flitting, like a swallow in its flying, a curse that is causeless does not alight.

Thought is required, this goes without question!
In the previous sections of this lesson, we discussed the power and impact of our words, actions, and deeds, and how they can affect us and others. We talked about the consequences of being positive versus negative, as illustrated through the story of King Ahab and his wife Jezebel. The Lord emphasized that our words, actions, and deeds carry power and make an impact. He said:

- You must realize the power and impact you have on the earth. It is significant. This is why you must put thought into all your actions, words, and deeds.

That’s a powerful message, isn’t it? The Lord said the impact we make is significant. More than any one of us would probably ever even begin to understand. Therefore, with this in mind, I would like to go back and review a few of the messages that we have read previously. They were:

10/14/13 - Is your house in order? Make your paths straight. Control your tongue. Put thought into your words and deeds. Follow the instruction of the Lord. Listen to Him. Seek Him out and be obedient unto His direction. Love the Lord your God with all your heart, mind, and soul. Allow His spirit to indwell within you. And then love your neighbor as yourself. This is your instruction. Live it, breathe it, and Walk in it.

10/15/13 - Words go out/ Be careful what's put out/ By your own words you will be judged/ Speak words of encouragement and blessing much good done in this/ Know I am listening/ I hear your thoughts as well as your spoken words/ Be careful/ Think positive/ Be positive/ Follow procedure.

10/22/13 - Put thought into all that you do and say.

Each one of these messages from the Lord either outright or through implication noted that we make a difference one way or the other. It can be for the good or for the bad. We do, however, impact life around us not only in the here and now but in the future as well. For remember as the Lord has taught us, our conduct, behavior, and habits as well as our blessings or curses, these can be passed on to our children.

**Exodus 20:5** You **shall not bow down to them or serve them, for I the Lord your God am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers on the children to the third and the fourth generation of those who hate me.**

**Numbers 14:18** ‘The Lord is slow to anger and abounding in steadfast love, forgiving iniquity and transgression, but he will by no means clear the guilty, visiting the iniquity of the fathers on the children, to the third and the fourth generation.’

Christ, of course, freed us from the law or we could say that He freed us from trying to receive salvation through works; which we are completely unable to do on our own merit anyway (Galatians 3:13). This freeing, however, does not eliminate the possibility of “curses” being passed on to our children through disobedience or even ignorance. But in order to have a greater familiarity with what I am saying here, then I think we need to begin, by realizing how our conduct may possibly affect (curse) our children’s futures. This comes from understanding behavior and habits and how they may possibly affect others. For example, if your child grows up in a household where it is okay to say bad words, if your child grows up in a household where eating excessively is the norm, if your child grows up in a home where the parents are
using illegal drugs, then more than likely there is a good chance that you are going to pass these bad behaviors onto your children. They will believe that it is acceptable behavior. Therefore you have passed these curses (something that is not good or evil) onto your children. Hence, you have more power than you think. Your words, actions, thoughts and deeds do have an affect on others.

This, however, is not limited to bad behaviors. All of our behaviors affect others. Here, in fact, is some of what the Lord has said recently of the power we possess as His:

10/07/13 – The word alone calls forth its own power I have bestowed. A symbolism of symbols brought forth to declare a message that gives life to the soul of man. Words breathe emotions. Words can change anything. Fully try and comprehend the power in words and how they call forth the power given to them, whether good or evil. The only way they bring death is through the manipulation of Satan. He has power to twist which distorts the true iteration of the power given in each word. Truth, declare.

10/08/13 - My words given to you will go global because I have given you a double proportion; just understand the power I have given in your pen to do as I command / Never take this lightly.

10/09/13 - Speak My truth/ The world will take notice/ You speak of the Spirit which makes your words alive and powerful/ Mighty and weighty are your words choose carefully/ Power in the tip of the tongue/ Do not corrupt as many have done/ Speak blessings/ Pronounce them upon people/ Speak and believe/ Actions follow/ Speak then do as I say/ Do not doubt/ Spirit world alive and real/ Operate legally/ Lawfully/ Under My authority given you/ 

10/12/13 - Think Spiritual see clearly. Bigger picture see. Kingdom of your God Jesus focus. Shadow boxing. Real it is. Enemy quakes. Silence power

10/13/13 - Waves of mercy for the believer as well as the unbeliever/ I desire both/ Bring them to Me/ Distinguish not/ All is in My plan/ Gather those that would come to Me/ Continue to speak truth/ My truths/ My truths will set them free/ More clearly they will see by the light of your mouth/ Dispel darkness with truth/ White hot is My truth/ Weapons you have been given/ Use wisely/ The enemy frets/ My Bride walking in power given by Me/ Take back by force what the enemy has stolen by force/ Great job for My people to do/ I will be with you.

10/14/13 - See the power given My Beloved.

10/14/13 - Come forth Bride, enact; enact; use My Power

10/15/13 – Blessed are your words, give them as gifts. Those who receive, receive of Me. Blessed words. Be careful what you speak, dire consequences. Power and authority given to those who would receive. Blessings, multiply be speaking, speak and believe always.

10/16/13 - Be conscious of your actions. Be mindful of how you move forward. Remember your new gained power and authority. Remember the gifts you have been given. These all come from your Father God. He has a purpose in each, therefore as you move through your day know that the Lord’s plan is in it. Consequently, actions should not be taken lightly but instead move forward in the ways of the Lord, in all His power, in all His might, in all His grace, and all will then be right for you.

10/16/13 - Heal and deliver (saw my hands with power flowing through them like white orbs of light).

10/18/13 – Be watchful. Your power is in the tongue.

10/19/13 - Ministers of righteousness. Go forth. I have ordained each. Power and Authority given each. Use at My instruction. Timing important.

10/20/13 - Power and authority in My Bride.
Our words, actions and deeds have power. It is significant and not to be underestimated. We are to be watchful. We are to put thought into all that we do. We are to **Be mindful of how we move forward.**

**2 Timothy 1:7** For God gave us a spirit not of fear but of power and love and self-control.

We must realize this and move forward cautiously being ever mindful of the enemy.

**Summation**

Today’s lesson was about the impact we have on the earth and those around us as we move through this thing we call life. Through this lesson we learned about making the right decisions by being **mindful of our actions, words and deeds.** The impact we have on the world is felt both individually and corporately, personally and through our family members. Therefore this lesson came to be about being positive versus being negative. It came to be about doing the right thing as opposed to the wrong thing. We learned that we should listen only to the Lord, meet with Him, cast off our old ways of thinking, prepare ourselves by putting the things of the spirit together (compile and review), we learned to make no assumptions (wait for Him to make it clear), we learned to put thought into your actions, words and deeds and finally we learned to move forward with purpose and positivity. In the bible we are told,

**Jeremiah 17:5** Thus says the Lord: “Cursed is the man who trusts in man and makes flesh his strength, whose heart turns away from the Lord.

**Ephesians 4:27** And give no opportunity to the devil.

Therefore we must always place our trust in the Lord and never give the enemy an open door to operate within. In **Luke 12:48** Jesus said, *to whom much was given, of him much will be required*, therefore, be focused and move forward. Let’s close by reviewing His words once more so that we may pull all the pieces together in closing.

Precipice (**a situation of great peril**), dangers, the enemy does not like (your) forward momentum. He is looking for any openings that he may access in order to attack, therefore, it is important for you to be mindful of your actions, words and deeds. **Put thought into all that you do and say so that you do not give him an opportunity to work in your life or your family’s.** Curses go from one generation to the next, so yes, you heard correctly when I said family’s. You must realize the power and impact you have on the earth. **It is significant. This is why you must put thought into all your actions, words and deeds.** That is all for now but go and think on this.

May the Lord Bless and Keep you in this,

Cindy

http://www.takehisheart.com